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Key Takeaway
Part of the reason why India is at the receiving end of Trump’s
trade tantrums is because he may have fallen into the trap we
created of projecting India as a “Rising Power” and the
“World’s Fastest Growing Economy”.
A rocky road for strategic The Iranian share of Indian oil imports stood at 10%. While it
partners
would not be impossible for India to replace Iranian oil, the
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American announcement failed to consider the strategic
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importance of Iran in Indian foreign policy and the damage it
could do to India-Iran relations.
Modi, Resist the Urge to Be
To grab this chance, Modi needs to rein in his strongman
India's Xi Jinping
instincts, embrace the world, and allow India’s economic
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institutions space to breathe.
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Modi 2.0 and India’s Complex The border dispute between the two countries remains as
Relationship With China
intractable as ever and concerns in Delhi about China’s big
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strategic and economic bet on Pakistan are growing.
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US-India Ties Under Modi 2.0: As Prime Minister Modi looks poised to take over India’s
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government for a second term, a key priority in his foreign
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policy will be continuing to advance relations with the United
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States. However, while Modi can expect some tangible
deliverables early in his second term, he will also need to
grapple with some serious challenges.
Modi’s Five Foreign Policy PM Modi faces five key foreign policy challenges including
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Permanent Membership of the UN Security Council, taking a
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balanced position on Iran, countering trade imbalance and
border disputes with China, and Neighborhood First Policy
and making south-south cooperation work. Modi Sarkar 2.0
has its hands full. The million-dollar question is, can he
deliver?

